
                                                                                              

  

  

 
a talent for construction 

Project Update 

We are continuing with the pitch works.  The seeding had been commenced to the natural pitches, this is due to be 

complete before the end of the month. 

The steel frame to the workshop has been completed, the follow on activities consist of pouring the ground bearing 

slab, erecting the external blockwork and cladding the structure.   

The retaining walls to the clubhouse have commenced with the view to them being completed by the week-ending 

29th October 2017. 

 

 

 

 

What to expect? 

In order to minimise disruption to our neighbours on Wood Lane we have installed an on-site temporary haul road 

to gain access to the western side of the site.  This will ensure that the majority of our activities stay within the 

curtilage of our site.  The use of Wood Lane as an access point would only be used in exceptional circumstances and 

only after prior consultation with all relevant stakeholders. 

We will shortly be preparing the Wood Lane boundary to allow the installation of the permanent perimeter fencing 

to replace the dilapidated chain-link fence in accordance with the consented scheme. In order to achieve this it will 

be necessary to remove all fly-tipped debris from the area and to cut a channel through the self-sown undergrowth 

and overgrowth before erecting the new fence. 

Looking Ahead 

Our first Considerate Constructors Scheme audit is due to be scheduled in November.   

The site will be closed for Christmas shutdown starting from Friday 22nd December until Wednesday 3rd January.  

Please be advised that the site is covered by full CCTV security and monitored remotely 24hours a day. 

  

            



Thank you for taking the time to fill out this comments slip. Please return it either to the site office 
or post to; Dawnus Construction, 39 Fitzroy Square, London, W1T 6EZ. 
Name: 
EMAIL: 
Happy with the work taking place? Y / N 
What are you pleased/concerned about? 

There have been some changes to the 

project team.  Jerry Taylor has recently 

joined the team as the Project Manager. 

Our project team contact details are 

listed below and we encourage you to get 

in touch should you have any queries or 

concerns regarding the project. 

Alternatively, you can fill in the 

comments slip at the bottom of this letter 

and return either by post or by placing in 

the box which will be installed at the site 

entrance.         

Project Manager:  Jerry Taylor 

07748 806 350 

jerrytaylor@dawnus.co.uk 

Site Manager:  Siobhon Niles 

07880 358 544 

siobhonniles@dawnus.co.uk 
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